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Fundamental Study on Lighting for Better Seeing(Part5) 
一-PhysicalMeasures of Stray Light in Steer's Eyes-一
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光原信角日。 光原偏角 10・光源偏角 5・
党Iiが視銀上tとあるときの
中心寓照度の実測値
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7) 眼球中心務照度比を求める実験式として次式カ叶辱られた。。>1・E8/Eo=exp!(ー In8)'-0.251+0.032tr1.6 
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Summary 
By using steers eyes， which are similar in optical characteristics臼 humaneyes. we have measured the stray I ight in 
them.(see table 1). The results are as follows: 
1. The efect of lapse of time after the steeI's eyes are taken out is negligible， if itis within 10hours.( See Figs.5-6) 
2. The quantity of stray light grows greater as the light souce moves nearer to a point on the visual I ine.especially when 
the 1 ight source is within 10・(degree)of the visual point. (see Fig.7) 
3. The causes of the stray light are: (1) optical defects of eyes when the light SOurce is within 10・ofthe visual point ; 
(2) diffusion of light on the surface of the cornea when the angle stated in (1) is more than 1ぴ.
4. The smaller the iris grows， the smaller the qu叩 tityof stray light.( See Fig.8 and Fig.17) 
5. When the li俳tSOurce is comparatively large， divide it into r units，創世 thetotal sum of the quantity of the units is 
almosl equal to that of the qauntity of the original light source.(see Fig.14) 
6. In oroer to obtain the ratio of E8 to Eo， the folowing equations are used: 
反>1・ E8/Eo=exp!(ー ln8)3-0.251 +0.03ur1.6 
~玉 r E 8/ Eo=exp( -0.17 ()
Eo: lIuminance of fovea when the I ight source is on the visual I ine. 
E8: IIIuminance of fovea when the light SOurce deviates by il form the visual line. 
(12) 
